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The Self-Care Project
Incorporating self-care into your busy schedule has never been easier with this
helpful, organized planner—including prompts, reminders, and checklists, so you
can make your well-being a top priority. Set your self-care intentions and make
time to achieve them! The Self-Care Planner helps you choose your wellness goals,
offering weekly reminders, inspiration, and tracking so you can create a self-care
routine—and stick to it. Focusing on all aspects of your mind, body, and spirit, this
planner offers reminders to unplug and take mental breaks, as well as helps you
set and track your physical intentions and provides journaling prompts to connect
with your spiritual side. Whether you crave more time for yourself or are simply
searching for better physical health, peace of mind, or more play time, this planner
can help make that happen.

Self-Care Journal for Latinas
A personal and professional life planner and organizer
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Self Love Is the Best Love
My Self Care Planner is A Guided Self-Care Diary Notebook for Discovering SelfLove and Well-Being.This perfect bound paperback 12 month undated 250 page
Journal Tracker gives you plenty of writing space, to-do lists, monthly calendars,
personal self care goals and time lines to help you turn your dreams into
reality.This guided journal will help you reconnect with your inner self by gently
guiding you and prompting you to plan for success with action steps that can be
broken down into smaller goals or step.Each month you'll be able to log your
thoughts and plans, when it comes to positive thinking for both your physical
needs and emotional needs.Every month has pages for a budget, weekly self-care
checklists, a page for a daily water challenge and a self care daily activity plan.As
each month comes to an end you can reflect on your progress with guided
questions and notes.By using this 12 month self-care journal workbook you will find
yourself on the road to self-realization of loving who you really are.Are you ready
to reduce stress, improve your health and happiness, and feel you're at your
best?Start with My Self Care Planner!

Self Love Club
The only planner that puts YOU first! Are you ready for self-care, sanity and
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success? Experts say that those who schedule daily self-care time are much more
likely to lead healthier & happier lives. Beat burnout and improve your overall
health with this planner packed with self-care activities you will love, powerful
affirmations that will keep you motivated, a self-care schedule to keep you on track
with your goals, a gratitude journal to keep you focused on what really matters,
and a weekly progress tracker to celebrate your wins! Get ready for a happier,
healthier you!

The Self-Love Workbook
The purpose of this Self Care Planner is to keep all your various taking care of YOU
activities and ideas organized in one easy to find spot.

My Self Care Planner: Guided Monthly Self-Care Journal Tracker
with Cute Blush Succulent Cactus
A lot of things may be essential but nothing is more important than a healthy
sense of self-esteem and self-love. When you love yourself more then things
simply become lighter and easier. You'll have more inner stability and selfsabotage less. It has made my own life so much happier and more fun. And I want
you to do the same. Journal features include: Pages with self-love quotes, spaces
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for gratitude, goals, wins and lessons. 90 white pages with a gorgeously designed
cover. Perfect size 6x9 inch; 15.24 x 22.86 cm dimensions; the ideal large size for
all purposes, fitting perfectly into your back pack or satchel. The bold white paper
is sturdy enough to be used with fountain pens. Reliable standards: Book industry
perfect binding (the same standard binding as the books in your local library).
Tough glossy paperback. Crisp white paper, with quality that minimizes ink bleedthrough. The book is great for either pen or pencil users. Journals, planners, and
notebooks are the perfect GIFTS for any occasion. So, what are you waiting for?
Click the BUY button now at the top of the page to begin. Please don't forget to
check out our other planners and journals (DaZenMonk Designs). Thank you very
much.

My Self Care Planner: A Monthly Journal Tracker for
Discovering Self Love and Well-Being
The purpose of this Self Care Planner is to keep all your various taking care of YOU
activities and ideas organized in one easy to find spot.

Im Possible Planner
Self Love Meditation Planner: Daily Self Care Planner. Undated Habit Tracker
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Increase Meditation, Daily Affirmations, Me Time If it makes you happy "Do it for
you" Meditation and relaxation are important for mental health improvement. Me
time is helpful for personal growth and self love. Doing It For Me' is a statement to
live by, you are the most important person. On an airplane you are told to put your
mask on before you help anyone else, even your child. Powerful! If it makes you
happy "Do it for you". Planner Includes: Self Care Goal Checklist Self Love Daily
Planner Mental Health Daily Routine Gratitude Notes Meditation Tracker I've
attended to the needs of my employer, my family and my community. I've been
busy attending to EVERYONES needs, but today that changes. I've decided that I
will no longer seek permission or approval to simply do what makes me happy.
This time I'm doing it for me. Get your Self Love Planner now!

The Self-Care Planner
With Let That Sh*t Go Journal, you'll find moments of profanity-laced catharsis and
joy through journaling activities and inspirations that are positive as f*ck. Within
these truly charming pages, you'll find ways to let go of the bullsh*t and lift your
spirit a little f*cking higher.

Self-Care Check-In
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Incorporating self-care into your busy schedule has never been easier with this
helpful, organized planner—including prompts, reminders, and checklists, so you
can make your well-being a top priority. Set your self-care intentions and make
time to achieve them! The Self-Care Planner helps you choose your wellness goals,
offering weekly reminders, inspiration, and tracking so you can create a self-care
routine—and stick to it. Focusing on all aspects of your mind, body, and spirit, this
planner offers reminders to unplug and take mental breaks, as well as helps you
set and track your physical intentions and provides journaling prompts to connect
with your spiritual side. Whether you crave more time for yourself or are simply
searching for better physical health, peace of mind, or more play time, this planner
can help make that happen.

2020 Self Care Journal
8 Week I'm Doing This for Me! Self Care Planner This planner includes 8 weeks of
daily tracking of your self care routine. By the time 8 weeks is done, you will be
more aware of what you need to do daily to improve your mood and relieve your
stress. Your needs DO matter and who better to make sure they are being met?
You have the power to make the change you want to feel. Not sure if you need
help with your self care routine? Scroll down and take our quiz to find out! This Self
Care Journal includes: Daily self care planner that lets you track the habits you
want to do on a daily basis. Set your mood intention each day Daily To-Do List
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Record what self care activities you did during the day with space for notes Record
Daily Gratitude / Appreciations Water Intake Tracking Sleep Quality Rating Daily
Mood Tracker Space to record something fun you did each day Journal Page for
each day 60+ Self Care Ideas Specifics Matte Cover 8 x 10 186 Pages Take this
quick quiz to find out if focusing on improving your daily self care routine would be
of benefit to you. If you score over a 6, then this self care planner may help you
get into a routine of making sure your needs are being met regularly. PART 1 1.Can
you make and take time for you without feeling guilty? Yes ____ No ____ 2.Are your
leisure activities an important part of your daily life? Yes ____ No ____ 3. Are you
aware of what your needs are? Yes ____ No ____ 4.Do you make a point of
addressing your own needs and desires? Yes ____ No ____ 5.Is "me time" something
you regularly make time for? Yes ____ No ____ 6.Do you feel okay about sometimes
slowing down? Yes ____ No ____ 7.Do you understand the difference between selfindulgence and self-care? Yes ____ No ____ 8.Do you feel like you deserve self-care?
Yes ____ No ____ PART 2 1.Do you say yes to others requests when you are
definitely feeling a "no" instead? Yes ____ No ____ 2.Do you worry about everyone
else but not about yourself? Yes ____ No ____ 3.Do you do things that you really
don't want to do, or that will overextend you? Yes ____ No ____ 4.Are you regularly
tired and feel like you are burning the candle from both ends? Yes ____ No ____
5.Could Stress be your new middle name? Yes ____ No ____ 6.Are you overwhelmed
more often than not? Yes ____ No ____ 7.Do you suffer from headaches? Yes ____ No
____ 8.Do you suffer from insomnia? Yes ____ No ____ 9.Are you chronically tired
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and have a lack of energy? Yes ____ No ____ 10.Do you crave and eat junk food
often, and especially during times of stress? Yes ____ No ____ Score Your Results
A)Part 1 Each NO answer = 1 point Each YES answer = 0 points Total Score Part 1:
___________ B)Part 2 Each NO answer = 0 points Each YES answer = 1 point Total
Score Part 2: ___________ C)Add up both scores for Part 1 and Part 2 Total Score
Part 1 + Part 2 = _________ RESULTS If you scored 6 or more points, you can benefit
from addressing your self-care practices and making a self-care plan. The higher
your point value, the more imperative it is that you address your self-care needs.

Personal Development Daily Goal Planner: Inspiring SelfEsteem and Love Journal Notebook for Adults; Gratitude and
Goal Setting Notes; 90 Pages 6x9inc
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist
growing up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into
his own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white
farm town high school where the only other Indian is the school mascot.
Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a PartTime Indian, which is based on the author's own experiences, coupled with
poignant drawings by Ellen Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as he attempts to break
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away from the life he was destined to live. With a forward by Markus Zusak,
interviews with Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior art
throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and collectors alike.

Self Care Planner
A daily, weekly and monthly self care planner to keep you on track with your self
care goals. Learn valuable insights about yourself and what you need to live
abundantly. Manifest joy through weekly activities, prioritize self care elements,
identify triggers, lifelines and both positive and negative coping mechanisms.
Banish negative thinking, automatic responses and replace with self loving
dialogue. Use this planner to make time for your needs while forging a deep,
meaningful relationship with your truest self.

Self-Care Journal
“From Wiccan author Arin Murphy-Hiscock comes this fantastic guide to spiritual
self-care with a witchy bent. The Witch’s Guide to Self-Care contains recipes for
products and spells for self-restoration.” —Bustle Worship yourself the witchy
way—learn how to nourish your body and spirit with herbal remedies, spells, and
rituals inspired by witchcraft in this unique, enchanted guide to self-care! Self-care
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is a necessity for any modern woman, and this book helps you prioritize #1 with a
little help from the magic of witchcraft. The Witch’s Book of Self-Care has advice
for pampering your body, mind, and spirit with spells, meditations, mantras, and
powerful activities to help you to keep healthy, soothe stress, relinquish sadness,
channel joy, and embrace your strength. This book features such magical self-care
remedies: -A Ritual to Release Guilt: Learn to burn whatever causes you pain and
process painful memories or work through heavy emotions in this therapeutic
ritual. -Green Space Meditation: Learn how to reconnect with the healing energies
of nature, even in the middle of a bustling city, as part of a series of meditations
based on the elements and your senses. -DIY Body Butter: Create your own custom
soothing and smoothing body butter, powered by crystal and essential oils suited
to your intention, and sanctified by a ritual. And much more! The Witch’s Book of
Self-Care shows you how easy it is to connect to the earth, harness your personal
power, and add a little magic to your everyday life for a better you!

Self Care Planner
Guided journal perfect for the cultivation of mindfulness and well-being. Have you
been wondering what is self care? We often refer to self care as a huge part of
what's missing in the life of someone who's busy and stressed. Practicing self-care
isn't that easy. We are always are crazy busy, have stressful jobs, or are too
consumed with technology to make time for ourselves. It's so important to make
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sure you take good care of your body, mind, and soul every day. With that in mind,
we have created this beautiful personalized self care journal. What you will love
about this journal: Mood Trackers Year in Color Self Care Checklists Inspirational
Quotes Self Care Prompts 12-Month Tracker One day at a Time Affirmations Etch &
Sketch Pages Positive Thoughts Layouts Self Care Log Book Self Reflection Pages
Grateful Thoughts Me Time Mental Health Monitor Self Care Goals Self Care
Techniques A generous 8.5 x 11 trim size Plenty of space to write And many more!
This beautiful positive thoughts notebook is perfect for women, men, boys, teen
girls, teen boys, and kids. It will make an amazing gift for your husband, wife,
boyfriend, girlfriend, daughter, mother, grandmother, sister, friend, fiancé, coworker or boss. Make them smile by getting them a copy too! Buy Now &
document your moods and emotions over the course of one full year! Scroll to the
top of the page and click the Add to Cart button.

My Self Care Planner: Guided Monthly Self-Care Tracker Journal
with Cute Baby Blue Succulent Cactus
My Self Care Planner is A Guided Self-Care Diary Notebook for Discovering SelfLove and Well-Being.This 12 month undated 250 page Journal Tracker gives you
plenty of writing space, to-do lists, monthly Calendars, personal self care goals and
time lines to help you turn your dreams into reality. This guided journal will help
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you reconnect with your inner self by gently guiding you and prompting you to plan
for success with action steps that can be broken down into smaller goals or
step.Each month you'll be able to log your thoughts and plans, when it comes to
positive thinking for both your physical needs and emotional needs.Every month
has pages for a budget, weekly self-care checklists, a page for a daily water
challenge and a self care daily activity plan.As each month comes to an end you
can reflect on your progress with guided questions and notes.By using this 12
month self-care journal workbook you will find yourself on the road to selfrealization of loving who you really are.Are you ready to reduce stress, improve
your health and happiness, and feel you're at your best?Start with My Self Care
Planner!

Self Care Journal For Black Women
With our daily gratitude journal, you can start being grateful through reflective
journaling. With daily fields to write about the things, people and circumstances
that you are grateful for. In addition, our writing journal contains writing spaces for
your positive affirmations. Achieve a life full of appreciation and free from
negativities with our daily journal.Click on our brand check the hundreds more
custom options and top designs in our shop.
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The Witch's Book of Self-Care
Getting Back To You! Self- Love Is The Best Love, and self-care is what it's all
about. This is a wonderful planner to track your success for 52 weeks. Check off
your to do list, track habits, water intake, and set goals. Has a designated area for
positive affirmations and gratitude entries. A simple positive weekly planner, to the
point yet appealing. There is a quote upon opening: There is no mountain too high
for me to climb. We're moving forward and taking care of ourselves aren't we? Well
let's get things done!

Self Love Meditation Planner: Daily Self Care Planner. Undated
Habit Tracker Increase Meditation, Daily Affirmations, Me Time
Self Care Seeker A 6x9 journal that prompts you to think of activities that will
nurture your mind, body, and soul. This is definitely a must-have for yourself or
people you care about. Remind them to increase happiness by taking a quick
breather. This makes a fabulous birthday, appreciation, or just because gift for the
family, friend, or coworker you love. DETAILS 104-page perfect-bound paperback
with a beautiful glossy cover. Prompts to help guide you to write down your selfcare activities. Be sure to check out the "Look Inside" feature to catch a glimpse of
this daily self-care notebook. This feature is only accessible from laptop computers.
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Don't delay, purchase today for yourself or someone special in your life.

Self Care Planner and Journal
Unlock joy and cultivate growth--guided journaling with practical self care
strategies Self care isn't about escaping life's problems--it can actually help you
solve them. The Self Care Check-in is a guided journal packed with research-based
techniques to help you manage stress, nurture your values and goals, and take
steps toward concrete change. Equipped with these tools, you can open the door
to a healthier, more fulfilling lifestyle. Actionable journal prompts and inspiring
quotes guide you through thoughtful reflection, goal-setting, decision-making, and
active planning. Identify unhelpful behavioral patterns along with positive creative
impulses and discover how to make constructive adjustments in your life. Commit
to happiness by committing to self care! The Self Care Check-in journal includes: 3
steps to self care--Each exercise begins with observation and awareness, focuses
your intentions, and then guides you toward practical change. Creative
space--Work your way from thoughts to action plans with a colorful, easy-to-use
format that includes room to write. Everyday exercises--Every short one- or twopage exercise stands on its own, so you can flip through and find the perfect self
care strategy for your needs in the moment. Discover how even small, simple
choices can cultivate greater joy and wellness with the Self Care Check-in journal.
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Self Care Seeker
Grab a pen and embark on a journey of self discovery Empower yourself to
discover who you are, what you love, and what you desire out of life. True You is a
beautifully illustrated self discovery journal that combines thought-provoking
prompts and creative exercises to help you gain meaningful introspection and
unlock your potential. Through 15 different sections, you'll explore your identity
and emotions, examine your relationships, define your values, passions, and
dreams, and embrace your life purpose. This self discovery journal will help you:
Get inspired--Find motivation through moving quotes by a wide range of women
and introspective, insightful prompts and practices. Dig deep--Learn how to leave
limiting beliefs behind, and journal your way to a fresh perspective of what brings
you joy and what you're capable of achieving. Celebrate you--Find the aspects of
your identity that resonate most with you, wear them with confidence, and
continue on your optimal, ever-evolving path in life. Become a better you with this
inspirational self discovery journal.

Choose Love: Self-Care Journal for Women, Health and
Wellness Planner, Gratitude Journal, Includes Sections on
Health and Fitness, Relaxation, Feelings, Well-being
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SELF CARE JOURNAL Do yourself some good, and spend a little time with this self
care journal for women. It is complete with inspirational worksheets that will help
you plan, manage and reflect on what's important and that's you A custom selfcare journal to record your mental, physical and emotional health challenges. This
journal is wonderful to utilize daily and makes the perfect gift for anyone who is
interested in taking better care of their wellness. Features: *measures 6x9 inches
which is a perfect compact size for your purse or backpack *Matte paperback cover
and high quality interior paper*120 custom pages with guided prompts and
affirmations *a yearly color coded mood tracker which is great to help you visualize
your moods *daily affirmations writing prompts to express your feelings and
thoughts *gratitude journal pages to focus on what you are thankful for *self-care
goal tracker sheets ADD TO CART and share with your friends and family. They
make great holiday gifts for teachers, teens, women and men. Click on the author
name Trendy Self-Care Journals underneath the listing title to view our assortment
of custom journals and notebooks.

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
It's true, good things take time. So, do yourself some good, and spend a little with
this handy self care journal for women. Stuffed from cover to cover with
inspirational worksheets that will help you plan, manage and reflect on what's
important - you! Features of this self care planner: Gratitude Pages: Simple
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prompts to remind you of the blessings in your life. Mood Meter Pages: Colorable
wheel to help track your mood on a weekly basis. Me Time Pages: List the activities
you enjoy most and keep track of the time spent doing them each week.
Affirmations Pages: With inspirational prompts for daily positive thinking
reminders. Drawing Pages: Sometimes it's helpful to draw your day instead of write
about it. Positive Thinking & Goals Pages: Weekly reminders for personal needs &
goals. Self Care Logs & Checklists: Covering everything from diet to mental health
to fitness. Blank Lined Pages: Lots of space for creative writing, poetry, reflection
or doodling. Perfect 7" x10" size means plenty of space to write, but conveniently
portable as well. Beautiful bold cover design with inspirational quote in a beautiful
hand lettered font. High quality matte cover and sturdy white pages with minimal
bleed through. Self Care Journals are perfect for women, teens, kids and busy
moms and make wonderful gifts for anyone who needs to take a little time for
themselves.

The Little Book of Self-Care
Would you like to take better care of yourself? Is improving your mood and wellbeing important to you? Introducing a self-care journal that has everything that
you need to put yourself first so that you can be a better you for yourself and
others. Self-care is any activity that we purposefully do in order to take care of our
mental, emotional, and physical health. Self-care may be a simple concept in
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theory, but it's something that is very often overlooked. Good self-care is key to
helping improve your mood and reduce anxiety. It's also a key factor for
developing and maintaining a good relationship with oneself and others. This is the
perfect self-care journal to use to record your mental, physical and emotional
health. It has a variety of tools and templates that will allow you to address every
significant aspect of self-care to start you on the path to a better you! This journal
is a wonderful tool to utilize every day and makes the perfect gift for anyone who is
interested in taking better care of their mind, body, and soul. Take a look at some
of the great features and uses for this self-care journal: A yearly color-coded mood
tracker. A great visual tool for tracking your moods at a glance. Daily affirmations
writing prompts and ideas that allow you to express your feelings in a productive
manner. Record meals, water intake and fitness goals to help improve your
physical well-being. Self-care to-do lists and checklists that will allow you to plan,
organize and track all of the important aspects of self-care. Gratitude journaling
pages to give visibility to your reasons to be thankful. Self-care goal and technique
tracker that will allow you to set self-care goals and establish the techniques that
you will use to achieve them. And much more! This self-care planner contains
many more helpful tools that make this one of the most comprehensive self-care
journals available. Features: Perfectly Sized: 8" x 10" Interior Details: Various selfcare tools, templates, and charts Number of Pages: 152 sturdy pages Cover: Soft,
glossy cover with a smooth finish that feels amazing. High-quality paper that
allows the perfect absorbency for pens, gel pens, and even markers! Great size for
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convenient carrying. Perfect for gift-giving. If you are looking for an excellent selfcare journal that will be a superb tool for improving your mood and reducing stress
and anxiety, scroll up and click the ADD TO CART button to order this great selfcare journal today! Be sure to check the CustomLuxe Journals page for more styles,
designs, sizes and other options.

Self Reflection Planner 2020
Inside this gorgeous Self Care Journal & Planner you will find a number of useful
tips and strategies designed to help you on your journey towards embracing selfcare. We're not talking airy-fairy stuff here. These are hands-on, actionable tips
and strategies you can use every day to improve your life and that of those around
you by making sure you are your best self through the practice of self-care. You
will discover: Why Self-Care Matters & Super Simple Ways To Treat Yourself How to
Start & End Your Day With A Little Self Care Why You Should Try Something New
Today To Care For Yourself How to Make A List Of 5 Simple Self-Care Routines You
Can Fall Back On When Needed Why Self-Care Doesn't Have To Cost Anything Why
You Shouldn't Feel Guilty For Practicing Self-Care Tips To Continue To Take Care Of
Yourself Going Forward Self-care is an ongoing and evolving process. It requires
your constant attention which is why the rest of this journal is dedicated to helping
you embrace self care in your life. Take some time each day to complete the "Self
Care Daily Promises" to remind yourself why you are important and to practice a
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little self love. Then use your 31 day undated Daily Planner page to not only
schedule the tasks you need to get done but also think about: the foods you will
eat to nourish your body the exercise you will do to nourish your body and your
spirit the things you are grateful for At the bottom of the planner you will find
space to track: your water intake, aim for those 8 glasses a day your energy levels
- are they low, medium or high? your sleep: how many hours did you really get?
You will also find 30 blank dot grid pages at the back of the book so that you can
incorporate journaling into your self care routine.

The Self Love Journal
Experience the life-changing magic of self-love! You need love from yourself as
much as from others. When you have low self-esteem, low confidence or even selfhatred, it’s impossible to live life to the fullest. It’s time to build your self-love and
transform your attitude, emotions and overall outlook on life! This helpful
workbook allows you to become aware of your own unique needs and goals while
discovering how to better accept and love your true self. It includes a variety of
constructive and actionable tips, tricks and exercises, including: • Interactive
Activities explore a variety of fun and creative ways to love yourself • Reflection
Prompts unpack your experiences and connect them to new lessons • Helpful
Advice deepen your understanding of self-love and utilize it in the real world Selflove allows you not only to see your true self, but to truly accept who you are
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wholeheartedly. With this acceptance comes the freedom and confidence to live
your life to its fullest. It’s time to conquer self-doubt and self-sabotage. It’s time to
love yourself!

Self Care For Virgo
SELF CARE JOURNAL Do yourself some good, and spend a little time with this self
care journal for women. It is complete with inspirational worksheets that will help
you plan, manage and reflect on what is important and that's you! A custom selfcare journal to record your mental, physical and emotional health challenges. This
journal is wonderful to utilize daily and makes the perfect gift for anyone who is
interested in taking better care of their wellness. Features: *measures 6x9 inches
which is a perfect compact size for your purse or backpack *Matte paperback cover
and high quality interior paper*120 custom pages with guided prompts and
affirmations *a yearly color coded mood tracker which is great to help you visualize
your moods *daily affirmations writing prompts to express your feelings and
thoughts *gratitude journal pages to focus on what you are thankful for *self-care
goal tracker sheets ADD TO CART and share with your friends and family. They
make great holiday gifts for teachers, teens, women and men. Click on the author
name Trendy Self-Care Diary underneath the listing title to view our assortment of
custom journals and notebooks.
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Self-Care
Check the Amazon Look Inside feature to find out how page layouts looks like. Use
our planner keep track of important deadlines, special events, reminders, and
more. Best for personal, school or work. Weekly & Monthly Planner covers 12
months from January 2020 to December 2020 for a full year of planning. Best as a
gift for any occasion, for family or friends. Get yours today! Specification: from
January 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020 Entire week at a glance Two pages per
week format Space for your notes or tasks Cover Finish: Matte Dimensions: 6" x 9"
Check out our other calendars and find the perfect one for yourself or as a gift for a
loved one. Our calendars come in many sizes and graphics so you can use them at
school, at work or at home. No doubt you will find the right one for yourself!

Love Begins Here
This beautiful, inspiring book features 100 accessible activities that help you
reconnect with your body, mind, spirit, and surroundings, and leave you feeling
refreshed and ready to face the world again. Self-care is an essential part of
wellness. From self-massage to meditations to decluttering, The Little Book of SelfCare provides relaxation exercises to help you focus on your own personal needs in
an enjoyable way. By caring for yourself, you’ll learn how to care for the world
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around you.

Today I Affirm
'Refreshing, heartfelt and humblea game changer in promoting positive mental
health' Sarah Turner, bestselling author of THE UNMUMSY MUM There's a
damaging misconception in society that putting ourselves first is an act of
selfishness. But self-care is not just a millennial buzzword. Without the restorative
power of self-care, how will we ever escape the vicious circle where we're sick and
fed-up of feeling sick and fed-up? Self-care is a tool, accessible to us all, which
helps us to take responsibility for our own happiness - our physical, emotional,
psychological and social needs. Jayne Hardy, founder and CEO of The Blurt
Foundation, argues that it is the best preventative measure available to us to
combat overwhelmedness, stress and ill health, in our hectic, modern world. The
Self-Care Project is for those who have been feeling off-kilter for a while but have
not been able to put the finger on the 'why'. It is a no-nonsense, practical journey
to help you do just that. It'll walk you through the case for self-care (why it's so
darn important), why it isn't selfish at all, help you explore what self-care means
for you, what your obstacles might be and provide advice on how to chisel out
daily space for self-care in a practical, achievable and realistic way. 'Reading this is
like a therapy session with a trusted, empathetic friend determined to help you
turn things around, minus any irritating self-righteousness' The Independent
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Good Things Take Time
This guided journal encourages the cultivation of mindfulness and general wellbeing amid a busy modern lifestyle. Self-Care: A Day and Night Reflection Journal
offers a space to commit to your self-care routine with intention and
dedication—helping you develop positive thinking, overcome challenging and
stressful experiences and negative emotions, and cultivate a general sense of wellbeing and a healthy lifestyle. This 90-day journal gives you a path to creating a
habit of regular self-care that you can carry with you throughout your life.
Immersed in your busy day-to-day activities, it’s easy to forget to focus on the
present and what’s most important. This journal provides a place to record your
thoughts and activities and consider how they affect your emotional and physical
health. The journal is intended for those who want to foster deep reflection as well
as for those who simply want to take better care of themselves. Having filled the
journal with positive thoughts and routines, you will end up with a personal trove of
wonderful reflections, which can be a source of positive inspiration at any time.
Filled with delicate illustrations, this 90-day journal will help you integrate self-care
and deep reflection into your life. Its 184 lined, acid-free pages made from archival
paper take both pen and pencil nicely, and the back pocket is perfect for holding
mementos.
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Self Love Self Care
Created to help you have a smoother and easier 2020, this journal helps to simplify
your busy days and ensure that self-care and personal development are not
forgotten in the chaos of day-to-day life. The journal includes weekly pages with
space for appointments, to-do lists and meal planning. There is also a tracker for
each week to help you prioritise self-care, such as drinking enough water or taking
time out for yourself. Review your 2019 and map out your hopes, dreams and
action plans for 2020, then repeat again at the end of the planner for 2020 and
2021. Colour in the seasonal ink drawings on each page if you wish, and use the
extra blank white space for your individuality and creativity to have free rein.
Measures 5 x 8inches (slightly smaller than a UK A5), paperback/softcover. For a
personalised and/or hardback version, please contact the creator at
reyoflightdesign@gmail.com.

The Self-Care Planner
This lovely Planner support you to have a balance in body, mind and soul as well.
It's got 120 pages (about 4 months/16 weeks work) for you to track fitness and diet
activities. The Self-Care Planner help you to track: 1. Your goals from the beginning
and your motivation to get the balance on daily routine. 2. Your food intake, water
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and hour of sleep per day. 3. Your gratitude and thankfulness to everything and
people that help you a lot. 4. Relaxation time with reading books and hobbies that
you like 5. Your workout challenge on monthly routine 6. Your wellbeing on weekly
routine 7. Your mood tracker and checklist for any wonderful trip or prepare for
something special. It's time to get out of your comfort zone and reach something
wonderful, take care of yourself and make yourself more beautiful every day.

Positive Thoughts Notebook
ABC’s chief medical correspondent helps you ring in the New Year right with a
resolution that’s actually doable: a year-long plan to improve your emotional and
physical health—from giving up alcohol to doing a digital detox, but each for only
one month. Dr. Jennifer Ashton is at the top of her field as an ob-gyn and news
correspondent. But even at the top there’s still room to improve, and with The SelfCare Solution, she upends her life one month at a time, using her own experiences
to help you improve your health and enhance your life. Dr. Ashton becomes both
researcher and subject as she focuses on twelve separate challenges. Beginning
with a new area of focus each month, she guides you through the struggles she
faces, the benefits she experiences, and the science behind why each month’s
challenge—giving up alcohol, doing more push-ups, adopting an earlier bedtime,
limiting technology—can lead to better health. Month by month, Dr. Ashton tackles
a different area of wellness with the hope that the lessons she learns and the
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improved health she experiences will motivate her (and you) to make each change
permanent. Throughout, she offers easy-to-comprehend health information about
the particular challenge to help you understand its benefits and to stick with it.
Whether it’s adding cardio or learning how to meditate, Dr. Ashton makes these
daily lifestyle choices and changes feel possible—and shows how beneficial a
mindful lifestyle can be. Inspiring, practical, and informative, illustrated with
helpful photos and charts, The Self-Care Solution teaches you how to recalibrate
your life to enjoy a better, healthier year, one month at a time. Featuring guidance
from top experts, entertaining case studies, easy-to-follow advice and tips, and Dr.
Ashton’s observations and insights, this book can help you achieve a better life
balance and a more active and healthy lifestyle.

The Self-Care Planner
This convenient and handy notebook and diary is perfect for anyone who wants to
plan out their weekly plans, goals and thoughts. In a handy 6x9 size you can take
this with you to work or school! Enjoy simple planning and be organized with this
week by week undated diary, perfect gift idea for women and men!

True You
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Guided journal perfect for the cultivation of mindfulness and well-being. Have you
been wondering what is self care? We often refer to self care as a huge part of
what's missing in the life of someone who's busy and stressed. Practicing self-care
isn't that easy. We are always are crazy busy, have stressful jobs, or are too
consumed with technology to make time for ourselves. It's so important to make
sure you take good care of your body, mind, and soul every day. With that in mind,
we have created this beautiful personalized self care journal. What you will love
about this journal: Mood Trackers Year in Color Self Care Checklists Inspirational
Quotes Self Care Prompts 12-Month Tracker One day at a Time Affirmations Etch &
Sketch Pages Positive Thoughts Layouts Self Care Log Book Self Reflection Pages
Grateful Thoughts Me Time Mental Health Monitor Self Care Goals Self Care
Techniques A generous 8.5 x 11 trim size Plenty of space to write And many more!
This beautiful positive thoughts notebook is perfect for women, men, boys, teen
girls, teen boys, and kids. It will make an amazing gift for your husband, wife,
boyfriend, girlfriend, daughter, mother, grandmother, sister, friend, fiancé, coworker or boss. Make them smile by getting them a copy too! Buy Now &
document your moods and emotions over the course of one full year! Scroll to the
top of the page and click the Add to Cart button.

Self Care Journal and Planner
Achieve a better mood by monitoring your habits and reflections every day. See
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your life from a new and better perspective. Make your face look brighter every
day. Your mental health will benefit when you have a safe space to record your self
care routines. Remember that positive thinking is one of the best ways to improve
one's life and to break with the wrong conditions of the past. This planner will help
you with that. More informations about this book: Private page to write all your
personal informations Goal Overview First Steps Resources Space for information
about: Career, Body, Finances, Personal Growth Size 8.5 x 11, offering enough
space to write comfortably regardless of handwriting style Minimalist design 119
days of daily monitoring of your habits and goals

The Self-Care Solution
My Self Care Planner is A Guided Self-Care Diary Notebook for Discovering SelfLove and Well-Being.This perfect bound paperback 12 month undated 250 page
Journal Tracker gives you plenty of writing space, to-do lists, monthly calendars,
personal self care goals and time lines to help you turn your dreams into
reality.This guided journal will help you reconnect with your inner self by gently
guiding you and prompting you to plan for success with action steps that can be
broken down into smaller goals or step.Each month you'll be able to log your
thoughts and plans, when it comes to positive thinking for both your physical
needs and emotional needs.Every month has pages for a budget, weekly self-care
checklists, a page for a daily water challenge and a self care daily activity plan.As
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each month comes to an end you can reflect on your progress with guided
questions and notes.By using this 12 month self-care journal workbook you will find
yourself on the road to self-realization of loving who you really are.Are you ready
to reduce stress, improve your health and happiness, and feel you're at your
best?Start with My Self Care Planner!

Let That Sh*t Go
*Weekly planner with annual pages, notes, and journal in ONE complete with
journal prompts based on your work in the planner. *Notes pages, weekly pages,
annual pages, thought provoking prompts and journal pages, this Self-Care Planner
and Journal has everything you need to have an inspiring year where you achieve
your goals and feel good about yourself while you do it!*Helps you stay in
gratitude and reduce stress with weekly pages that track your sleep, mood, and
exercise. *Affirmation, goal and task trackers, to inspire you to stay focused. The
powerful weekly pages will help you prioritize your thoughts so you can cultivate
more happiness. *Master your emotions so you can take control of your life. It
includes powerful journal prompts to aid you in your journey of self-discovery.
*Effective weekly planner to achieve goals and increase self-awareness. Ease your
emotional distress and increase your emotional intelligence by digging deeper into
your purpose and push past those mental barriers that may be holding you
back.*Maintain great habits in thought that lead to clarity. This planner will aid you
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in your self-discovery by ensuring repetition in your powerful affirmations and
focus on your accomplishments. By empowering you to see what's going right, you
will reinforce your positive feelings.

Now Back to You!
From Alex Elle, celebrated poet and author of Neon Soul and Words from a
Wanderer, comes Today I Affirm--a journal and guide to reading and writing daily
affirmations. Writing serves as a form of meditation. When we slow down and
settle into ourselves, affirmations can assist us in self-awareness, introspection,
and understanding. Today I Affirm helps walk readers through the ins and outs of
cultivating positive self-talk in a way that is stress-free and easy to understand.
This innovative book includes affirmations written by the author, short bits of
inspiration, charts to fill in, as well as journal pages all with the focus on self-care.
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